
AEROHIVE RECESSED CEILING TRACK 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
This document describes how to install AP230, AP370 and AP390 devices in dropped ceilings with 3/8”, 9/16”, 
or 15/16” flushed or recessed ceiling tracks. The devices have built-in mounting hardware to accommodate 
standard flush 15/16” tracks but require these accessory brackets for installation in non-standard dropped 
ceilings. In addition, this kit contains a security bracket that you can use to lock your device to the ceiling 
track.
AH-ACC-BKT-80211AC-KIT contents: 

• Recessed bracket set for 3/8” (0.95 cm), 15/16” (2.38 cm), or 9/16” (1.34 cm) wide ceiling tracks
• Flush mounting bracket set for 3/8” (0.95 cm), 15/16” (2.38 cm), or 9/16” (1.34 cm) wide ceiling tracks
• Security bracket. You can order security screws separately, (AH-ACC-SEC-SCREW-370-390)

The installation steps are identical for all AP models and for both bracket sets. For brevity, the illustrations in 
this document show the AP370 and the recessed track bracket set. For ease of access, remove the ceiling 
tiles adjacent to the installation location. You will most likely need a ladder to gain visibility to the track from 
above.

HOW THE RECESSED BRACKET SET WORKS
The bracket set consists of two halves that are joined together over the track. It is a good idea to practice 
snapping them together and taking them apart first as it can be difficult to see what is happening when you 
actually attach the brackets to the track. For this reason, a ladder provides greater visibility during the 
installation process.
The following illustration shows how the bracket set clicks together.
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Insert the tabs into the slots. Make 
sure the locking tabs can slide 
smoothly one behind the other.

Slide the two bracket halves in the 
directions shown to lock the tabs.

When the locking tabs click into place, 
the bracket ends will line up.
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Aerohive Recessed Ceiling Track Installation Instructions
This illustration shows the bracket set attached to the track (as seen from below the track).

INSTALLING THE BRACKET ON THE TRACK
Use the steps in this illustration to install the track bracket set on the ceiling track.

Bracket attached to track (viewed from below)

TRACK TRACK

Track guide

Ceiling track
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Slip a bracket half over each side of the track 
so that the track fits into the bracket guide. 

Connect the bracket halves by inserting the tabs into the slots and sliding the 
pieces together until they click into place, as shown in the previous illustration. 

Tab

Slot

1 Remove the ceiling tiles to gain access 
to the track where you plan to install 
the AP. 

Bracket half

Bracket half

Slot

Tab (not visible in this view)
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Aerohive Recessed Ceiling Track Installation Instructions
ATTACHING THE AP TO THE CEILING TRACK
You are ready to attach the AP to the track using either a square or a diagonal mount. The process for the 
AP230 differs slightly from the AP370 and AP390 models. Both methods are described here.

Attaching an AP230
The illustration below shows how to attach an AP230 in either a square or diagonal position using the 
recessed ceiling bracket.

Mount clip

Mount clip
Mount tab

Note: ceiling not shown for clarity.  

Mount tab

Press the device and bracket assembly against 
the ceiling track and slip the edge of the track 
under the mount tabs on the bracket.  

Rotate the device until the mount clips snap onto 
the ceiling track.  

Ceiling track 
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Aerohive Recessed Ceiling Track Installation Instructions
Attaching an AP370 or AP390
The illustration below shows how to attach an AP370 or AP390 in either a square or diagonal position using 
the recessed ceiling bracket.

To mount the device in a square position, use the square mount clips and tabs and follow the same steps 
(except for the rotation, which will be in the opposite direction). You may need to drill a small hole in the 
adjacent ceiling tile to accommodate the cables. 

The illustration below shows how to mount an AP370 or AP390 in a diagonal position. Although they are not 
shown in this illustration, it is easier to install the power and network cables before you mount the device. For 
the AP390, after you mount the device, install the external antennas and align them for optimal reception.

Ceiling track

Diagonal installation Square installation

Bracket set

(Bird’s-eye view)

(The ceiling track is transparent for illustrative purposes)

Diagonal 
mount clip

Diagonal 
mount clip

Diagonal mount tab 
(under fingertip)

CK!

Diagonal mount 
tab (under 
fingertip)

Note: For a square mount, rotate in the opposite direction.

Hold the device upside down and slip the diagonal 
mount clips over the edges of the track. Because 
you are installing the device from below, it is 
helpful to use your fingertips to identify the 
location of the mounting tabs.  

1
2 Press the device gently against the 

track and rotate it until the mount 
clips click into place.  

(Bird’s-eye view)

(The ceiling track is transparent for illustrative purposes)

(Bird’s-eye view)

Ceiling track
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Aerohive Recessed Ceiling Track Installation Instructions
SECURING THE DEVICE
You can use either the cross-head screw or the security screws that ship with the security bracket to secure 
the AP230, AP370, or AP390 to a ceiling or wall. When it is installed in the security slot, one end of the security 
bracket prevents the mount clip from movement, securing the device to the bracket. You can also secure 
the bracket to the AP using either standard cross-head screws, or security screws. You can order screws 
separately (AH-ACC-SEC-SCREW-370-390).

Securing the AP370 and AP390
The following illustration shows the location of the security slots an AP370 and AP390 devices.

If you use a security screw, you will need a spanner insert bit for size #6 security screws and a driver handle 
that will accept the bit. These bits are available from Aerohive in sets of three for AP121, AP141, AP330, 
AP350, AP370, and AP390 models (AH-ACC-SEC-BIT-330-AP350-3PK). You will need a cross-head screwdriver 
to install the cross-head screw. 
The following illustration show shows how to install the security bracket.

Security slot for 
diagonal mounts 

Security slot for 
square mounts 

Security slots for AP370 or AP390 devices 

Clip

Security 
bracket 

Security 
screw 

1 Guide the security bracket into the lock slot until the screw holes align 
and the end of the bracket slips under the clip. This prevents the clip 
from moving and locks the device onto the bracket.

2 Insert the security screw or the 
cross-head screw into the slot and 
tighten with the appropriate tool.  
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Aerohive Recessed Ceiling Track Installation Instructions
Securing the AP230 
The AP230 has built-in hardware for a square ceiling mount, and can be mounted diagonally using the 
diagonal mount bracket. Instead of defined locking slots, you slip the security bracket under the mounting 
clip and secure it to the side of the with a screw into the side of either the diagonal bracket or the square 
mounting hardware, as shown below.

Aerohive also recommends a variety of Kensington locks. For more information, contact your sales 
representative.
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Ceiling track

Diagonal mount bracket 
(not required for square 
ceiling mounts).

Built-in square mount clips and 
tabs on back of device (2 each).

To lock a diagonal 
ceiling mount, insert 
the security bracket 
under the mount clip 
on the diagonal mount 
bracket.

Install security screw 
here for wall-mounted 
devices.

Install security 
screw here for 
ceiling mounted 
devices in the 
square position.

To lock a square ceiling mount, 
insert the security bracket under 
the mount clip on the back of the 
device. Note, although it is shown 
here, the diagonal bracket will not 
be installed for a square mount.

Install security screw here 
for ceiling mounted devices 
in the diagonal position.
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